RINEHART TARGETS® WOODLAND SERIES GOES HOG WILD WITH
NEW JAVELINA TARGET
Rinehart Adds the Challenging Javelina to the Innovative, Lifelike and
Durable Woodland Series
Janesville, WI — Rinehart Targets® have proven time and time again to be the most durable, authentic and lifelike arch
ery targets available. The addition of the Javelina to the value-packed Woodland Series of archery targets brings yet another
challenging game animal to your shooting enjoyment.
“Any hunter who has chased javelina with a bow can attest to just how challenging they are,” said James McGovern, President of
Rinehart Targets. “We are all about bringing authentic, challenging game to our Woodland Series of lifelike 3D archery targets. That
made adding the Javelina target to the catalog a no-brainer. Archers will find our Javelina target as challenging as the real thing.”
Javelina, also known as peccary, are native to Central and South America, with populations existing throughout the Southwestern
part of North America as well. Although not a true member of the hog family, Javelina are similar in structure and behavior. This
makes them extremely challenging to hunt with archery equipment as they have an excellent sense of smell, move fast and their
coloration acts as a natural camouflage.
The Rinehart Woodland Series javelina has a solid, UV-resistant FX Foam body with a solid Signature, Self-Healing Foam
replaceable insert, which means it’ll take countless practice sessions to wear this target out. It measures 19-inches tall and
31-inches long, mimicking a 75-pound Javelina. As you would expect from Rinehart, the Javelina target has real-life sculpted
features and scoring rings, making it a great practice target or fun 3D range target. Like other Woodland Series targets, the Javelina
is compound bow and crossbow compatible, so shoot away! It carries an MSRP of $129.99 and will be available early 2020.
Rinehart Targets are widely known as the most reliable and durable targets available today due in no small part to these high quality
construction standards. All Rinehart Woodland Series targets have a unique foam construction which ensures they are resistant to
UV rays and the harshest weather Mother Nature can dish out, making them ideal for year-round practice anywhere. Arrow removal
is simple thanks to the durable Signature foam construction that can stop even the fastest arrows. After countless hours of practice
lead to a need to replace the core, Rinehart’s exclusive patented locking insert system (sold separately) makes replacement fast
and easy.
About Rinehart Targets
Since 1999 Rinehart Targets has been manufacturing the Best Archery Targets in the World. Today, the company continues to
expand on its wide range of archery targets offered including: 3D Targets, Cube Targets, Crossbow Targets, Bag Targets, Range
Targets along with its newly added line of archery decoys. For more information about Rinehart Targets, visit: rinehart3d.com.
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